The slow
growth of
Organic food is not as
abundant in Spanish
shops as you might think.
Steve Tallantyre delves
into the market to
explain how to find it.

organics

ADVICE Organic food

M

any people arrive
in Spain dreaming
of food. The term
‘Mediterranean diet’
conjures up images
of fresh, healthy
ingredients, grown according to seasonality and
tradition. The news that Spain has overtaken Italy
as Europe’s top producer of organic food only
supports this idyllic vision.
The dream, however, rarely survives the
newcomer’s first trip to the shops; despite the
amount of organic food grown in Spain, it is
almost impossible to buy in many areas of the
country. Even in major cities, it is generally
relegated to specialist stores and tiny corners of
upmarket food retailers. What’s going on?
Organic food, generally described as food
grown or produced without the use of synthetic
pesticides and fertilisers, has become a staple for
health-conscious or environmentally-concerned
shoppers. UK supermarkets now routinely offer
products labelled as organic across their entire
range, from tinned goods to fresh vegetables.
Organic baby food is available in every British
high street chemist while bakeries, cafés,
farmers’ markets and home delivery veg-box
schemes supply ingredients and finished goods to
consumers everywhere.
Demand from British consumers has fallen due
to the economic crisis but it is still taken for granted
that organic choices are readily available. Arriving
in Spain to find that this is not the case, and that
the price premium for organic goods is even higher
than in the UK, can be an unpleasant surprise.
The reasons for the bizarre imbalance between
continent-leading production and near-nonexistent domestic demand are complex. One
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of them is the fact that the very concept of
organic food has struggled to enter popular
consciousness. Spanish translations of the term
are vague: comida ecológica and comida biológica
are used interchangeably but neither is widely
understood. The green movement connotations
mean that organic food is often still thought of as
an alternative lifestyle, hippy idea rather than as
a mainstream concept suitable for the high street.
Adding to the confusion is the fact that organic
certification is granted on a region-by-region
basis, resulting in a wide array of flags, stamps
and acronyms to denote authenticity.
The organic cookery demonstration at
Barcelona’s last Film&Cook festival drew an
audience which was interested enough to pay

to attend but which seemed baffled by the
difference between organic and vegetarian food.
The Michelin-starred chef in charge didn’t even
bother using organic ingredients, shrugging the
matter off with the explanation that, organic
or not, he knew where they came from. While
probably true, it somewhat missed the point while
illustrating another – that Spain’s consumers don’t
necessarily see an organic label as a guarantee
of quality. Descriptions of regional provenance
are often more highly valued than details of
production techniques, and animal welfare issues
are usually well down the list of concerns when it
comes to choosing meat products.
Cost is another major issue. As the prices of
even non-organic food commodities rise across the
globe, squeezed shoppers are struggling to justify
the premium on organic foods, especially if they
don’t perceive any added value in them. Knowing
this, and knowing that buyers of organic ingredients
in Spain are prepared to dig deep into their pockets,
some retailers make a bad situation worse by hiking
up the prices on their organic goods to compensate
for narrow margins elsewhere.
This combination of consumer indifference,
tighter household budgets and a failure of
successive promotional and awareness schemes
has led to situations such as that found in
Andalucía. The region is the motor of the
country’s organic production, with some 784,000
hectares (65 per cent of Spain’s total) certified
as organic. Despite this, the average consumer
there spends only €6 per year on organic goods
compared with a European average of €50. In
Spain as a whole, the average is still only €12 – a
tenth of what the average Swiss shopper spends.
It has been calculated that over 80 per cent of
Spain’s organic production is exported.
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